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Abstract. The processing time to simulate crowds for games or simulations is a real challenge. While the increasing power of processing
capacity is a reality in the hardware industry, it also means that more
agents, better rendering and most sophisticated Artificial Intelligence
(AI) methods can be used, so again the computational time is an issue.
Despite the processing cost, in many cases the most interesting period
of time in a game or simulation is far from the beginning or in a specific known period, but it is still necessary to simulate the whole time
(spending time and processing capacity) to achieve the desired period of
time. It would be useful to fast forward the time in order to see a specific period of time where simulation result could be more meaningful for
analysis. This paper presents a method to provide time travel in Crowd
Simulation. Based on crowd features, we compute the expected variation
in velocities and apply that for time travel in crowd simulation.
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Introduction

Time travel is the concept of movement between certain points in time, analogous
to movement between different points in space. While the theory of CTC (Closed
Time-like Curves) is studied, it is not currently feasible for real human travel
with current technology [5]. However, in computer science it may be possible to
fast forward behaviors. That is exactly the goal of this paper: to fast forward the
behaviors of crowds. The time travel in crowds can have many applications. In
games, a nice example is the “fog of war” [7]. This term in video games [1] refers
to enemy units, and often terrain, being hidden from the player. In Real Time
Strategy (RTS) games, units may navigate in partially unknown and non-visible
environments, searching for enemies. Imagine that non-visible enemies can have
sophisticated behaviors, e.g. navigation, searching and escaping in realistic way.
However, such enemies should only be visible in a specific time. The challenge
in this case is the computational time, i.e. to compute realistically non-visible
behaviors has a huge compromise with the processing time. In this paper, we
?
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are interested in fast forwarding the crowd simulation, while keeping the realism
of behaviors that have not been computed. Another important application is
security. Suppose that you know the situation of a crowd in time t but you want
instantaneously to know about this crowd in time t+∆t. If the predicted behavior
might lead to security risks, the safety staff could take action in time t to change
the (potentially dangerous) results in time t + ∆t. The challenge of this work
is to try to preserve the crowd motion during the travel time, in order to have
realistic results and minimize the error occurred due to the fast approximation of
the actual simulation. Important aspects that can disturb an agent in the crowd
to achieve its goal in the desired time has to be considered, such as collisions
with other agents, obstacles and world complexity. In this work, we are focused
on computing the disturbance that avoiding collisions among people caused in
agents motion, and then use such information to generate plausible speeds to
be applied during the time travel, where the simulation is turned off. Indeed,
as the prior for the motion, we estimate agents position with Dead Reckoning
techniques, which apply Physics to estimate positions, and then consider other
agents and environment complexity. Dead Reckoning is a relatively new navigation technique [16, 2], that starting from a known position, generates successive
positions displacements. Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR) is the estimation of
walking speed and a direction of walking. Although there is an extensive body
of research on this subject [9, 13], the major part of such methods are focused
on pedestrian positioning in real life. Furthermore, as far as we know, none of
these methods aimed to fast forward time in crowd simulation. This is the novel
idea of this work.

2

Related Work

Some methods in crowd simulation have been presented in the literature aiming
to reduce the complexity of crowd collision avoidance. Guy et al. [6] extends the
notion of velocity obstacles from robotics for collision free navigation in a parallelized algorithm. Pettre and collaborators [11, 12] propose some methods to
improve the performance and time of collision avoidance processing. Osborne [10]
introduces a hierarchical approach for presenting agent behavior details according to the camera’s distance focused on 3D animation of agent. Bianco [4] describes a method to fully eliminate the crowd collision and preserve the motion
of crowd during a specific period of time. Although these works discuss the effect
of reducing the complexity or even eliminate the computational time of crowd
collision, they are not focused on travel time and motion preservation in crowds,
as the main goal of our work.
The position of a person is a valuable information used in many applications
ranging from vehicle navigation, ambient assisted living, location-dependent advertisement, among many others [16]. Although viable techniques exist in indoor and outdoor environments, the accuracy of devices and methods is still a
challenge [2]. The use of dead-reckoning in computer graphics is not novel. In
1997 [15], the authors propose a way to decrease the amount of messages commu-
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nicated among the participants in a multiplayer simulation system. Hakiri and
collaborators [8] propose ANFIS Dead Reckoning, which stands for AdaptiveNetwork-based Fuzzy Inference Systems Dead Reckoning. The proposed mechanism is based on the optimization approach to calculate the error threshold
violation in networking games. Our work aims to use a dead reckoning system
to estimate agents’ positions in a future time, in the context of crowds. In addition, we want to provide instantaneous estimations of the positions, i.e. without
compromising the computational time. As far as we know this has not been used
in the context of crowds simulation.

3

The Model for Time Machine

In this section we present our approach to provide a time machine for crowds.
Our method has a training step which consists of learning how each agent is
affected by the others. We called this as IP step (line 7 in Algorithm 1), i.e. how
individual velocities should be affected by the presence of others. In addition to
that term, crowd position estimation should also take into account the environment complexity (EC - line 6), i.e. the free region and presence of obstacles.
P DR (line 5) represents the dead reckoning method using physics to estimate
positions for agents in the crowd, in the future. These three methods work sequentially to obtain a estimated position for each agent in the crowd. Finally,
the last step Repositioning (line 11) is responsible for locating the agents in the
environment, avoiding collisions among them and obstacles. The overall algorithm of the method is following specified: Our model of time machine can be
Algorithm 1 Time Machine
1: procedure TM
2:
Continuous Simulation stops at frame t;
3:
Extract data from environment and the position of agent i in frame t, called
posit ;
4: loop: For each agent i at frame t + ∆t
i
i
) ← P DR(xit , yti , zti );
, zt+∆t
5:
posit+∆t (xit+∆t , yt+∆t
i
i
i
i
i
i
);
, zt+∆t
6:
post+∆t (xt+∆t , yt+∆t , zt+∆t ) ← EC(xit+∆t , yt+∆t
i
i
i
i
, zt+∆t
);
, zt+∆t
) ← IP (xit+∆t , yt+∆t
7:
posit+∆t (xit+∆t , yt+∆t
8:
i ← i + 1.
9:
goto loop.
10:
close;
11:
Repositioning(x, y, z);
12:
End.

integrated with any crowd simulator, since the required data can be provided in
time t. However, there is an error associated with the estimation process in our
method. The main reason is that our prior is computed based on PDR, which can
accumulate errors. PDR considers constant speed, but in crowds desired speeds
usually cannot be achieved because of the interaction with obstacles and other
agents. In order to test our model, we used BioCrowds [3]. It was chosen because
it is a free of collision algorithm and there is an available implementation. In
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Section 3.1 we present some details about the software. In addition, the next
sections describe details of all steps.
3.1

BioCrowds

The method for crowd simulation called BioCrowds proposed by Bicho et al [3]
is based on the space colonization algorithm presented by Runions et. al [14].
This last algorithm models leaf venation patterns and branching architecture of
trees, and it operates by simulating the competition for space guided by the distribution of markers that mimic the auxin hormone. The BioCrowds simulator
uses the same idea in order to simulate agents’ paths in crowds: the distribution
of markers guide agents’ paths by indicating the free space and possibility of
movement. The simulation environment is populated with discrete markers over
“walkable” regions and, for each agent i, individual parameters are assigned,
namely its current position X it its current goal g i , its desired maximum speed
simax and its perception field (the maximum distance from which an agent can
perceive markers), modeled as a circular region with radius Ri . At each simulation step the position X and goal objective g pointing to the agent’s goal
are update synchronously. Thus, the algorithm can be divided into two steps: i)
computation of nearest markers from each agent and ii) computation of motion
direction for each agent. Agents compete for fixed markers, allocating and freeing
them as they move throughout the space, allowing other agents to occupy their
previous space. It results in a free-of-collision method to simulate crowds. In the
case of this paper, the characteristic of BioCrowds to adjust the desired speed
based on available space can increase the error in P DR method, since variations
in speed bring the estimation far from the constant speed one. However, since
it is a common effect in crowd simulations (and in real life), we decided to keep
BioCrowds in our tests.
3.2

Dead Reckoning in the Crowd (P DR)

The method used for PDR is based on physics, considering a previously determined position, direction to the goals and constant speed. Dead reckoning can
give the best available information on position, but is subject to significant errors due to many factors such as varying speed, obstacles and other agents. In
order to estimate a future position for agent i in frame t + ∆t, our P DR method
needs: i) the position of agent i in frame t, denoted by X it = (xit , yti , zti ); ii)
the agent goal g i = (gxi , gyi , gzi ); and iii) its desired speed si . Given the required
parameters, the estimated position of agent t in frame t + ∆t is given by


i
i
i
i g
(∆t),
(1)
pdr t+∆t = X t + s
||g i ||
which is a linear estimate using constant velocity assumption. In order to measure the error caused by P DR, we firstly did a simulation with only one agent.
Input simulation data is presented in Table 1. It is important to mention that
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the goal does not represent the desired position at frame t + ∆t = 700, in fact,
the travel time can be to any frame in the future, until the agent achieves the
goal. Based on such data, we simulated one agent in an environment without obstacles, and measured the error presented in the P DR estimation in comparison
to BioCrowds. More precisely, we computed the relative error given by
i
Errort→t+∆t
=

d(X it+∆t , pdr it+∆t )
,
d(X it , X it+∆t )

(2)

where X it is the position of agent i in frame t (when simulation stops and the
time machine starts), while pdr it+∆t and X it+∆t are the positions of the same
agent in frame t + ∆t using the time machine and the full continuous simulation,
respectively. For the tested simulation the achieved error was 0.0013.
Table 1. Simulated data with only one agent.
Frame t
100
Position at frame t (5.453, 20.181, 0.0)
Speed s
0.046/frame
Goal g
(38.039, 19.979, 0.0)
Frame t + ∆t
700

3.3

Computing the Environment Complexity (EC)

Although it is important to start with a good prior, in this case the P DR
estimation, it is also relevant to consider the complexity of the environment in
a time machine model. Clearly, the free navigation area, as well as the number
and area of obstacles, have impact on the flow of pedestrians. The environment
complexity is modeled taken into account the free space for crowd movement,
i.e. considering number of agents and obstacles and the space needed to place
all of them. We included a constant 0 < α < 1 that describes the weight to be
given to the number of obstacles, if one wants to consider that in addition to the
sum of obstacles areas.
EC = min{1,

na Aa + αno
},
Aw − Ao

(3)

where na represents the total of agents in the simulation; Aa is the area of
one agent and no is the number of obstacles in the world. Also, Aw represents
the area of the world and Ao is the sum of all obstacles areas. If the number of
agents or area occupied by obstacles are too big and there is no free space to allow
individuals motion, then EC is truncated at 1 and no motion is allowed. Equation
4 presents our proposal to use EC as a penalty function in the generation of each
agent’s position in the time machine model when P DR and the complexity of
environment EC are considered, obtaining the final PDR estimation:


gi
EC∆t
(4)
pdr 0it+∆t = pdr it+∆t − si i
||g ||
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gi
= X it + si i
(1 − EC)∆t.
||g ||
3.4

Computing the Interaction among People in Crowds (IP )

In crowd simulation, the interaction among agents due to the intrinsic collision
avoidance processes can produce a disturbance in the desired velocity of each
agent i. This disturbance depends on various factors such as the direction of
the flows, desired speed variability and local density, among others. Due to the
complexity in the simulation of dense crowds, we decided to adopt a stochastic
approach to learn the disturbance arisen from the interaction of the agents. In
this approach, we observed the impact of the local density and of counter-flow
in the effective velocity of the agents.
To this end, we performed several pairs of simulations, varying the number
of agents na and the average and standard deviation of the desired speed in the
scenario of Figure 3. Each pair of simulations corresponds to one simulation with
na agents moving in an uni-directional flow and another with 2na agents moving
in a bi-directional flow. The first na agents from the bi-directional simulation
have the same id, starting point and desired velocity than the agents of the unidirectional flow. In order to measure the disturbance caused by the counter-flow
in the movement of a given agent i, we computed the displacement of this agent
in a time-window W = 2s in both simulations of each pair uni/bi-directional.
Let us call the displacement of agent i in the uni-directional flow ∆X iU , and
the displacement of the equivalent agent in the bi-directions flow ∆X iB . The
impact in the speed of agent i from the disturbance caused by the counter-flow
is given by:
∆X iU − ∆X iB
.
(5)
∆v i =
W
We measured the values of ∆v i for each agent in the different pairs of simulations.
For each one of them we associated the corresponding value of local density
of agents, computed considering the number of agents present in a 4m2 square
region, with the agent i at the center. We grouped the values of ∆v i as a function
of the values of local densities ρ ∈ {0.25, 0.50, ..., 2.5}agents/m2 . The distribution
of speed variation from all pairs of BioCrowds simulations for ρ = 1agent/m2
is shown by the dark columns of the histogram in Figure 1. Then, for each
value of ρ, we analyzed the frequency distribution of ∆v i . We found that those
distributions resemble the Weibull distribution, given by:
   
b  x b−1
x b
f (x) =
exp −
(6)
a a
a
We used maximum likelihood estimation in order to find the values of a and b
that best fit the Weibull distribution to the data. After this process, we achieved
10 Weibull f (∆v|ρ) distributions, one for each value of local density ρ. Once
we get the distributions of speed reduction, we can generate random values ri
for speed reduction, according to the local density of agent i. This reduction is
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Fig. 1. Histograms of speed reductions in pairs of BioCrowds simulations and randomly
generated speed reductions according to Weibull distributions (in m/s).

incorporated to adjusted PDR estimates, and the position tmit+∆t produced by
the time machine for each agent i is then given by
tmit+∆t = pdr 0it+∆t − ri

3.5

gi
∆t.
||g i ||

(7)

Re-positioning the Agents in Crowds

Our model for the time machine does not need any simulated trajectory to be
fast forwarded. Indeed, we propose penalty functions and generate positions in
a future time only based on information available when simulation stops (time
t used in this text). This fact consumes least processing time than if a path
planning algorithm must be executed for each agent in the simulation. However,
the drawback of avoiding the use of simulated information in the time machine is
that the position tmit+∆t generated for agent i in future time t+∆t can be placed
in an impossible location, such as the interior of an obstacle or overlapping with
another agent that had been already placed.
In order to treat this problem, we implement an extension to original BioCrowds
to read the positions tm of agents and consider those as desired positions, and
not final ones. In fact, BioCrowds tries to achieve the desired positions, but if
it is impossible, it tries to place them in the nearest possible region. Due to the
model inherent structure to compete for markers (see Section 3.1), the agents
are placed exactly in the position tm when this position has free markers to be
allocated. Otherwise, the algorithm searches for free markers in the four cardinal directions (N, E, S, W) oriented w.r.t. to the goal vector and shifted by Ri
(perception field for agent i, i.e. the maximum distance from which an agent can
perceive markers), as explained in Section 3.1.
Clearly, this procedure impacts in errors that are evaluated in the next section, but we consider that as acceptable in order to provide the time machine
instantaneously and without the needed to simulate any trajectory in the travel
time between frames t and t + ∆t.
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Experimental Results

In order to evaluate our model we tested the time machine in one environment with 920sqm (23 × 40meters) and four obstacles configurations: i) without
obstacles; ii) with 4 obstacles and Ao = 582.22sqm; iii) with 2 obstacles and
Ao = 109.71sqm; i) with 6 obstacles and Ao = 128.68sqm. In addition, these four
scenarios were simulated with populations of 8, 80, 160, 240 and 320 agents, and
each agent has a diameter of 0.456m. For all scenarios, we computed the relative
error in position for each agent i according to Equation (8) (similar to Equation (2), except that tmit+∆t is used instead pdr it+∆t ). The average distances
for each scenario for all agents in each scenario are presented in Figure 2.
i
Dift→t+∆t
=

d(X it+∆t , tmit+∆t )
,
d(X it , X it+∆t )

(8)

Fig. 2. Average distance (meters) from all agents for each scenario, when comparing
the position generated in our model and the continuous simulation.

As can be seen in Figure 2, the maximum achieved error is approximately
0.12 in a scenario with 320 agents and 6 obstacles. In this scenario the average
error value is 0.06. To assess the visual quality of our results, the following images
illustrate simulation results. The Figure 3 shows 3 images of a simulated scenario
without obstacles, containing 240 agents. On the left, the image represents the
frame the simulation stops (frame 350) and arrows indicate the motion direction
of groups. In the center we show frame 650 with the continuous simulation and
the predicted result using the proposed time machine (right). As can be observed,
there is a visual difference. It can be explained due to PDR and also due to the
fact that time machine positions are not free of collision, and then BioCrowds
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should change positions to keep agents away from the others, as described in
Section 3.5.

Fig. 3. Left: Frame the simulation stops (frame 350). Center: frame 650 using the
continuous simulation and the proposed time machine (right).

In the next example, we considered the scenario with larger error, according
to Figure 2, with 4 obstacles and 240 agents 4 . Figure 4 shows 3 images of the
simulated scenario and 4 obstacles. On the left, the image represents the frame
the simulation stops (frame 200) and arrows indicate the motion direction of
groups. In the center, the image illustrates the frame 370 without time machine,
while on the right the image is the frame 370 with time machine. This is the
scenario with numerical error of 0.08 (Figure 2).

Fig. 4. On the left: the image represents the frame the simulation stops (frame 200),
on the center: image illustrates the frame 370 without time machine, while on the right
the image is the frame 370 with time machine.

5

Final Considerations

This paper presents an approach for fast forwarding crowd simulations. Our
method considers the environment complexity in Pedestrian Dead Reckoning
(PDR) and proposes a way to take into account the people interaction. The
method was tested using BioCrowds, but can be adapted to any crowd simulation
algorithm. There are points that should be investigated in further analyses: local
EC instead of global EC, more agents and larger environments, more complex
obstacles, other people distributions for disturbance and the integration with
other crowd simulators.
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